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the anatomy of innovation and Quality

ITM Overview

 

DynaMIc DrIve cOuplIng 

ergonomic   Separable segments enable single-person installation and removal. 

economic Allows you to use the same drive segment on multiple totes, each 
with a dedicated agitator segment.    . . . more   

enclOsure MOunT

reduced contamination   Unlike most tote mixers, the ITM mount provides a 
sealed enclosure, preventing foreign particles and contaminants from entering the 
tote during mixing.

DeDIcaTeD agITaTOr segMenT

Quality control   When supplied with your product, mixing and product 
quality can be controlled even at your end-user’s facility. 

reduced cleaning    No more cleaning agitators between applications and 
worrying about cross-contamination.    . . . more    

cOllapsIble IMpellers*

full tanK involvement   Small enough for insertion into small tote openings, 
these blades expand internally up to 21” in diameter to create the pumping and 
tank turnover required to bring your product back into specification. Quality, 
performance, and energy efficiency increases with properly sized impellers.   
 . . . more     * For plastic totes only    

sOluTIOn assurance

guaranteed results   The ITM is designed to your product specifications.  
We back our engineering and design with our unique warranty.    . . . more    

Features marked with this icon will 
link you to more information.

Technical specifications

For plastic Totes For stainless steel Totes
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ThreAded MoUNT

collApSIble IMpeller

lId MoUNT

FIxed IMpeller

Dynamix has a unique focus on tote mixing. The ITM series is offered for both plastic and stainless steel totes.

Typical Configurations 
Don’t see the configuration that you need? Just contact us!

note: air motors shown above. electric motors are also available.
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Model ITM-7305G ITM-7305J ITM-7305K ITM-7230G ITM-7605J ITM-7605K ITM-7610K

horsepower 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0

Speed (rpM) 350 175  88 350 175 88 88
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drive Unit length  a 17.5” 17.5” 17.5” 17.5” 17.5” 17.5” 17.5”

Shaft diameter  d 3/4” 3/4” 1” 3/4” 3/4” 1” 1”

Shaft length*  l 34” 34” 34” 34” 34” 34” 34”

Impeller diameter**  Single 10” 13” - 13” 15” - 17” - 17” - 21”

 dual - - 17” - 19” - - 17”- 21” -

*   Dependent on tank geometry.

** Diameter and geometry selected to suit the drive and application. Dual impeller configurations also available.

ITM for All Totes

Get a Quote Now!

01 0201
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The Solution 

To create adequate power without the negative effects of excessive speed, a 

tote mixer must maximize its available torque. 

large impellers can increase torque, thereby also the power output. because 

they create a large area of influence, they are effective in suspending solids 

out of tote corners. They are also critical in achieving the pumping motion 

required to re-incorporate any separated product. 

To overcome the limitation of plastic tote openings, dynamix offers 4-bladed collapsible impellers in 

a wide range of diameters. In its collapsed position, the impeller easily fits through the tote opening. 

during operation, the impeller blades open to diameters of up to 21”.

Mixing Optimization

4-bladed Collapsible Impeller

Compact enough to enter the opening, 
large enough to fully involve the tote.

The Challenge

Mixing in a tote poses challenges such as solids settlement and stratification of 

the product. Over time, most heterogenous products will experience some form 

of separation. If these conditions exist at the time of use or discharge, the product 

will not be uniform, directly affecting its quality.

The proper way to address this problem is to create mixing that fully involves the 

entire volume of the tote. To achieve this, sufficient power must be applied by the 

mixer.

however, because plastic totes have small openings (~6” in diameter), they 

limit the size of fixed impellers that can enter the cavity. Since small-diameter 

impellers cannot create adequate power, most tote mixers defer to high-speed 

operation to compensate for the undersized impellers. 

In addition to being unable to create a large area of influence, excessive speed can cause damaging 

effects such as shear and energy wastage. It doesn’t address “blind spots” where solids collect in the 

corners of the tote. even in the absence of solids, this type of mixing may not re-incorporate separated 

fluids. While this configuration is highly ineffective (see illustration in next page), it is very common in 

the market because its manufacturing can be standardized.

Small Area 
of Influence

High RPM
   

Little / No Product Quality Control
Localized agitation can damage product
while failing to address suspension issues

High Shear
   

Large Area 
of Influence

Uniformity
of Solids
& Fluid

Large Ø
Impeller

High Torque


Low Shear
   

Solids
Settlement

Fluid
Stratification

Small Ø
Propeller

Consistent Product Quality Control
Axial flow pattern achieves uniformity 

by fully involving the entire mixture

High Speed, High Shear Mixing VS
High Torque, Axial Pumping

The Dynamix
DIFFERENCE

Area of Influence

A mixer’s area of influence determines the area within which the fluid force can have an effect. The influence has a decreasing force on the 

fluid as it moves away from the impeller. This understanding is important when addressing common issues that degrade the properties and 

quality of your product, such as:

stratification    In an emulsion or immiscible fluids, relative densities causes fluids to separate into layers.

solids settlement   Solids naturally have a higher specific gravity than the surrounding fluid and will fall out of suspension.  

Solids settling in the corners of totes are particularly challenging and require a well-positioned, pumping-style impeller. 

As shown below, a large area of influence is key to fully involving the tote. large-diameter impellers are required to create this. When 

combined with substantial fluid force (annular velocity), a thorough turnover is achieved. The result is an axial flow pattern, which is optimal 

for tote mixing. Note: Dynamix can design mixers to achieve other flow patterns as needed.

Torque

The best measure of mixing is torque per unit volume, therefore, the performance of a mixer is largely determined by its available torque. 

Ideally, the available torque creates an axial flow pattern to suspend solids from the bottom of the tote and to bring separated fluids back 

into uniformity. At dynamix, we strive to understand your application and to configure a mixer that guarantees the mixing component of your 

process. This is our solution assurance and your quality control.

Power =  
Speed x  
Torque 

Power =  
Speed x  
Torque 

030303



04 Quality control

Assembly and Installation

One of the most valuable benefits of the ITM is its ease of installation and removal. Its true portability enables 

you to apply this quality control tool wherever you need.

1 The mixer consists of 2 detachable segments ( A - drive, b - agitator) that can be installed and removed by one person.

2 The agitator segment is inserted through the 6 inch* opening, its mount fully sealing the tote. 

3 The drive segment dynamically couples to the agitator segment with a simple twist and lock. 

4 once mounted and in operation, the impellers expand into its full diameter (c - up to 21”). Tote opening is only 6” wide (d).

5 Your product can now be brought back into specification without the concern of contamination. 

* Other tote opening sizes can be accommodated
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product dump-BacK   

during transport and storage, processes such as emulsion separation and stratification can negatively impact your product’s uniformity. by 

the time the end user accesses the product, its quality has degraded, often resulting in product dump back. As the manufacturer, product 

replacement increases your costs and decreases the profitability of your business.

BulK purchases   

While your distributors and end users would like to take advantage of the cost savings associated with bulk purchasing, issues with storage 

effect product quality, keeping them from placing large orders.

dynamix has brought value to suppliers and clients in a few different ways, which one best fits your business model:

1. closed loop supply
The best way to maximize the reach of your quality control efforts is to ship ITM units with your products. With returnable chemical totes, 

allot an agitator segment to each tote of product and rent a drive or two per order, as needed. This convenient option ensures customer 

satisfaction and product uniformity by delivering quality mixing anytime, anywhere.

2. resell
Incorporate the ITM in your product offering by becoming a reseller. This option leverages the efforts you’ve already made to maintain your 

product’s quality as an additional source of revenue.

3. “swat” unit
because it’s truly portable, the ITM can be shipped immediately to a customer’s site to address issues with product uniformity. It’s 

like having a dedicated quality control “SWAT” team that can be deployed at any time to address your customer’s mixing challenges.

4. referral
Including the ITM in your product specifications provides your distributors and end users with the information they need to ensure the 

product’s quality.

QUALITY CONTROL

Short-Term Savings
Quality Control
Customer Service

Reduce Dump-Back
Increase Bulk Shipping

Long-Term Savings

MANUFACTURER

QC QC

CLIENT

longer reach with Quality control
With sensitive chemical compositions, improving quality control is always being pursued in different ways. Maintaining quality control in 

product once it leaves the manufacturer’s floor, is put into someone else’s hands. Mechanical agitation is the most effective solution for 

maintaining your product’s uniformity.



Your Solution Assurance 

Most mixer companies take a “one size fits all” approach. At 

dynamix, we believe that a mixer should be optimized to the 

process needs. 

While we stock several key mixer lines, we are not an “off the shelf” 

mixer company. We recognize the importance that mixers play in 

the product quality and we work closely with you to optimize them 

for your process.

our discerning clients count on us to help with ancillary issues 

such as contamination, energy savings, process cost and much 

more. our engineering staff is prepared to explore these with you.

We have the chemical and mechanical engineering experience to 

understand your product requirements and properly configure a 

mixer for you. Areas of consideration include:

•	 application specifications (viscosity, specific gravity, etc.) 

•	 tank (type and geometry)

•	 process (cost and time)

•	 environment 
•	 previous mixing experience 

The outcome is our Solution Assurance. based on your needs, 

this guarantee will indicate the time required to bring your product 

back to uniformity. 

True portability solution assurance

Part of the Product Life Cycle

There are countless chemical and environmental factors that can alter your product’s uniformity and quality, even after investing heavily in 

perfecting your formulations and specifications. Some of these are as simple as time and gravity: immiscible liquids will separate over time 

and solids will precipitate due to gravity. other challenges such as temperature, storage, and transportation vibrations can significantly 

alter product specifications.

dynamix can help you overcome these challenges. Not only do we warranty our mixers, we also guarantee your mixing process, a unique 

feature known as our Solution Assurance. because the ITM is truly portable, our Solution Assurance follows your product throughout its 

life cycle. Quality mixing can now be applied wherever it is needed: from manufacturing, to internal processing, to your end-users’ facility.

Understanding Client’s Application 

and Process Needs

Dynamix Engineering & Design Process

Dynamix Solution Assurance

A

B

C

manufacturing   The collapsible impeller is an enabling technology. The custom-

engineered options available to the ITM offer various types of mixing previously not 

possible in a tote. This enables the tote to be used as a processing vessel as well as 

a shipping container. Just because the ITM is mobile, don’t construe its portability as a 

light-duty mixer. This mixer is constructed for continuous operation and frequent cycling. 

storage   because the ITM easily brings your product back into specification after 

storage, it allows you to process and store larger batches at a time.

shipping    The ITM is unique in its ability to be shipped along with your product and can 

be used as a troubleshooting tool when problems arise.

end user   The quality of your product at the time of use is critically important. This is 

precisely where the ITM is most valuable. our clients are exploiting its portability in one 

or more ways:

•	 Ship just the ITM agitator segment with the tote

•	 Ship the complete ITM with their product

•	 Keep an ITM at the shipment dock to resolve situations that may arise

•	 prescribe the ITM to the end user for to mix their products

discerning customers such as exxon, proctor & Gamble, 3M, General electric and many 

others have used this concept for a decade. They ship the ITMs to problem areas as 

SWAT units or include them with their product to ensure that only a properly configured 

mixer is used. This enables their quality control to reach into their end-users’ facility, 

reduing “dump back” and client disputes.

ITMs are used by world-class manufacturers

Our clients rely on the ITM to ensure product quality.

05 060505



product Offerings
If you don’t see exactly what you need we most likely have it
If you are concerned about performance we can configure and guarantee it Ask

corporate headQuarters

Tel: (604) 244-3771
Fax: (604) 244-3772
email: info@dynamixinc.com

150 – 14480 river road
richmond, bc V6V 1l4

Contact

Order Process

engineering integrity

The success of dynamix Agitators is built on 35+ years of experience in industrial mixer design and engineering. More than just a product 

manufacturer, the dynamix engineering team works to develop a solution which meets all your needs.

We go the extra mile to understand your mixing challenges. We factor in your specific requirements and process design when building a mixer 

to fit. This focus is the basis of our relationship with you and also the source of innovation in our products.

For more information, please visit our website www.dynamixinc.com.

Get a Quote Now!

MMX Series: Drum Mixers

50 - 250 gal

GMX Series: Medium Tanks

2000 - 10,000 gal

ITM Series: Tote Mixers

200 - 600 gal

DMX Series: Portable Mixers

100 - 3000 gal

Side Entry Mixers Nautilus Series: Large Industrial Tanks

2500 - 100,000 gal

bung Mountdrum lid Mount

Universal drum Mount (a - open, b - closed)

a b

plate Mount

dMx

Nautilus

clamp Mount

plastic Tote Mount Stainless Steel Tote Mount
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